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Andy Summers - The X Tracks (2005)

  

    01 - Big Thing  02 - The Diva Station  03 - The Three Marias  04 - Pork Pie Hat , Where Can
A Man Find Peace  05 - Boogie Stop Shuffle  06 - Circus  07 - Round Midnight , Above The
World  08 - Think Of One  09 - Footprints  10 - Ruby My Dear  11 - Weird Nightmare  12 - Earth
& Sky    

 

  

X Tracks: Best of Andy Summers covers the years 1997-2002, essentially his stint at RCA. If
you haven't followed his post-Police career, you might be somewhat surprised at his jazz
leanings. Texturally, he flirts with smooth jazz at times, but his penchant for dissonance keeps
him out of that camp. There are a handful of original compositions alongside pieces by Monk,
Mingus, and Wayne Shorter. Q-Tip's reading from Mingus' Beneath the Underdog on "Goodbye
Porkpie Hat" does little to add to the tune, beyond differentiating it from Jeff Beck's version, but
the way Summers handles Mingus' "Boogie Stop Shuffle" with an added horn section is great.
Similarly, Sting's turn on vocals on the overdone "'Round Midnight" is serviceable, but the way
Summers digs into Monk's bag of dissonance and crazy intervals on "Think of One" shows a
deep understanding and feel for Monk's music. The Wayne Shorter tunes are beautifully done,
and the album opens and closes with Summers in jazz power-trio mode, rocking things up just a
bit (even quoting "White Room" in "Big Thing"). X Tracks: Best of Andy Summers is a good
summary of his post-Private Music/Windham Hill years, and would make a fine starting place for
someone interested in what Summers has been up to since the Police. --- Sean Westergaard,
Rovi
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